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Th~ parking sub~ommittee of the

·~~~bcommittee and to · ~~Chedule. ·
,heanngs with ASUNM, the Faculty
· Senate, and the general ,public
residing in the University.ar~.·
.In a meeting to discuss its
·recommendaHons, :the. sub;.
committee also decided, to support
increased shuttle bus service from

Camp~s .Pbmning Committee is

:o

considering recommending an
increase in parking sticker fees at
the next .Planning committee
meeting Oct. 6, said Prof. John
Carney, chair:man of the subcommittee. ·

·

The subcommittee estimates an
expenditure of $82,200 will be
qeces~ary
to provide more
operating hours and days for the

!"e subco,mmittH decided to support lnc1'811se shuttle bus ser-

VICfl from

'

the north ca111pus par.king lots to
the .main campus and.the purchase
of a new shuttle bus. The subcommittee decided not to back the
requir~ment of parking stickers for
nighttime parking at the University.
Tbe present sticker system is in
effect from 1a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

The present two shuttle buses
run from 7:45a.m. to 6:15p.m. 160
· days of the year or every wc;ek day
during the twosemesters excluding
holidays and the semester break.
The subcommittee is to
recommend tbat one bus increase

One Short of~Quorum

·ASUNM Falls to Meet
By ROBERT R. LEE
lOBO St1ff Writer
Despite a backlog of 19 appropriation bills, five of them a
month old; the ASUNM Senate
failed to meet Wednesday because
' t~e senate did not reach quorum.

The seriate was also to reconsi4er, at William's request, the.
Black Student Union (BSU) appropriation. Williams bad signed
the BSU appropriation into Jaw just
prior to discovering that the senate
was going into ddicit, he said •.
· He· said .in,iairness to the ATM.'
· v'eteriins and IF-PC groups, as well
as the attorney general, theBSU bill
should be reconsidered.
·
Williams froze the BSU funds
last week, and released those funds
Wednesday afternoon. He- told the
LOBO yest~rday that he would now
have to freeze the BSU ,funds again.

Tom Fisher ahd Elva Benson,
elected to Senate a week ago
Wednesday, were sworn in a as
senator's Wednesday evening by
ASUNM Court Chief Justice Todd
Pink. Tbis brought the total
number of senator~ to 17; quorum
for the senate is three quarters of
-the membership, or 13 senators.

·•

.

Ken Williams, a BSU coordinator, told the assembled
senators that the BSU was willing to
accept a 2.3 per cent cut in its appropriation, since full-time un-

Twelve senators, including
Benson and Fisher, showed up for
the meeting, Tad Howingoton ,
Rudy Martinez, Zach McReynolds,
Rick Anaya and Marilyn SuUivan
did not appear.
·

.-...._-

l

ASUNM
President
Tom !
Williams told the LOBO that Rick : } .
Anaya was absent because of a ~ . ~
death in his family. Williams also
f
said that Marilyn Sullivan was
~
attending a class at the time of the
meeting.
Williams said he did not know
why the other absent sefiators failed
to appear.
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Senator McReynolds, contacted
yesterday, told the Lobo he attended a wedding reception for his
ll}Other Wednesday-evening.
Senators - Howington
and
Martihez could not be reached for
comment at press time.
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dergraduate enrollment at UNM
had decreased by this percentage
this semester (as compared to last
semester)".
<

•

ASUN~ is f'unded . by activity

fees

paid" . by

full-time

dergra~liates. ~JJS t~e 2.~· ~r

un-

..
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ASUNM President Williams
said, "1 don't' think any of these
bills should be cut more than 10 per
cent, and I wiD veto them if they
are."
· ASUNM Treasurer Ale~ Fer-

cent "''-nandez noted, however, that the 2.3

drop m full-tJme undergraduate per cent drop in enrollment
enrollment this semester resulted in corresponds to a 28.3 per cent
a decrease in available ASUNM decrease (about $7 ,000) in the
funds.
original estimate of funds available
to the senate for the year.
Tbe BSU coordinator said $780
Fernandez said the New Mexico
of the group's appropriation is
already committed. And, he said, Union Business Office originally
!'The BSU bill is law and shouldrt't estimated $25,000 would be
even be reconsidered for a cut, but available to the senate this year •
we feel that, in aU fairness, it The decrease in enrollment means
should be cut somewhat. But we that only about $18,355 is available
·don't want a 10 per cent cut, or for the senate to appropriate this
even a7 and one half per cent cut, year.
as someone here suggested earlier."

Preiser suggested the bus could
also make a full loop around the
campus by continuing from the
Fine Arts Center on Redondo Dr.
past Coronado dormitory and the
Computer center and returning to
its starting point at the intersection
of Las Lomas Rd. and Yale Blvd.
The evening parking problem
was addressed by Berry D. Cox,
director of UNM police and
parking services at the subcommittee meeting. He said the
problem is limited to the main
campus and is a problem of not of
insufficient parking spaces, but of
the congestion of the highly
desirable parking areas next to
Mitchell and Ortega halls, the Fine
Arts Center and Johnson Gym•
nasium. This is caused by parked
cars on sidewalks, in handicap
parking areas, at loading docks,
within emergency access areas and
individual reserved parking
spaces," Coxsaid.
Cox gave the subcommittee six
suggestions to reduce the evening
parking problem. Two suggestions
were sceduling cla5ses at facilities
not located in the core of the main
campus and the development of a
facility-activity coordination form
~o .be circulated for signatures to
indicate the lack of a program and
facility conflict.
Cox's other suggestions were Ute
scheduling of evening classes on a
five-day basis instead of four;
elimination of all 24-hour rese·rved
parking space~ to improve parking
space utilization: additional
parking personnel for
the
department of police and parking
services . to allow police security
personnel to be used as intended;'
and a verbal presentation by
campus police on parking rules and
regulations at the begining of each
Continuing Education academic
program.

· The subcommittee also is to
recommend
that all vehicles driven
These appropriaion. bills, for
by
an
employe
of any organization
·the UNM · Veterans Association, ,
located
on
UNM
property shuld
ATM Business Club, attorney ,
have the required parking sticker
. genera'l's. ·Salary and . .Interand that all visitors or patients
Fraternity · and
Pahhellenic
parking spaces controlled by UNM
councils, (IF•PC) ·were to be reAllin RtHHI f••t8d left}, • counc/Hor 110m d•trlct ~ Loul• SIJIIvedrtl, T-VI vlctl pltlsidtmt •nd Fred parking services shall pay the daily
introduced on r the senate floor ll/londriii/On, ii .tlttt1 ltlfJitluntlltlve from dl.trict 11, endo'*" Dllriid Ru•k for m•yor •t • Ru•k rillly visito'r fee or park at a meter.
Wednesday.. ·
·

Thund•r·

.

1 I

..

upon the route for the 'new· bus;·
Wolfgang F. Preiser, associate
_professor of architecture, suggested
two possible routes. One route is a
partial loop around the western
half of the main campus beginning
on Las Lomas Rd., turning onto
Redondo Dr. and continuing to the
Fine Arts Center and. retuJ;"ning on
the same route.

The parking subcommi.ttee is to
also recommend the campus
planning committee that all future
tenant groups be included into the
UNM parking system. At present
there are three tenants that provide
their own parking to patients,
visitors and employes on the land
they lease from UNM. They are the
Bernalillo County Medical Center
(BCMC), the Rehabilitation Center
and the third Health District.

Sell. Martinez represented th
senate at a student court hearing
'Tuesday at .which the . senate
challenged the legality of ASUNM
Presiedent Williams veto of certain
appropriation .bills. · The court
upheld"William's veto, ruling that
the· bills had not been delivered to
Williams within the legallyspecified tim~.

.'" !

the North. C.mpus p111king lots.

two present shuttle buses and a new
bus to circle the main campus.
"We have not decided what that
' increase might be, but we expect to
mak~ a suggestion at the next
p!anning committee meeting, ..
Carney said.
.
At .the next planning committee
meeting, the committee is to hear
the recommendations of the

its hours from. 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. and,
increase operating days to 250 days
a year.
The subcommitte~ did not decide
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Ransom Deadline Reset

\~(!)~l1lD

0

Terrorists Extend. Time

j

i5.

DACCA, Banglaaesh {~PI)o Five guerillas threatened
.g Thursd!ly to blow up their hijacked
';! jet with 146 hostages aboard and set
'@ off a "global" terror campaign if
0 Japan breaks its promise to free
8 nine prisioners and pay $6 million
'5 ransom; but the guerrillas'extended
:::E the deadline by more than a day.
c}l

'
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·The . hijackers freed five
hostages-two Americans and an
Indian family of three reported to
reside in California.
Japanese officials said, "Human'
life is more precious than the
earth 1" !lnd agreed to the demands
but said they could not meet the
terrorists' original midnight
deadline.
With only 20 minutes t9 go on
the deadline, the hijackers granted
a 28-hour extension to allow Japan
time to gather the money and
prisoners together, A Japanese
spokesman said they had gathered
$2 million in U.S, $100 bills, but the
remaining $4 million might have to ·
be flown from the United States.
The new deadline was set to
expire at six p.m. EDT Friday.
Japan also reported that one of
the jailed radicals the hijackers
demanded freed refused to leave
jail.
Bangladesh officials !legotiated
with the hijackers, armed with
grenades, pistols and plastic ex-

'

The
gunmen-four
were
Japanese, the fifth wore a mask and
all appeared to be under the age of
30-told Dacca airport officials
they would detonate the jet and
launch a terrorist "program on a
larger, global scale scale" unless
they win all their demands.

Oct. 5·7

Information Table:
Student Union

•
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United Campus Ministry

••' 6:30 p.m. Fridays: Singing Group
United Ministry Center
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7:30p.m. Fridays: R & R
~

United Ministry Center
Rest, Recreation and Sharing Fun
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College Sunday School Class
,
Central United Methodist Church
One block west of UNM - 215 Pine NE

':';

;:;•
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·~

·~
~

3;00 p.m. Sunday: Power Group Aspen Picnic

·.~

Meet at United Ministry Center
and car-pool to Hyde Park for fun and eats.
Personal Counseling Always Available'
At the United Ministries Center
1801 Las Lomas NE, 247-0497
One block North of Scholes Hall
Positive, Joyful, and Christian.
Sponsored by the Disciples of Christ, the
United Church of Christ, the United
l'n~bJ;terian Church
the USA
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No Miracles for SALT II
WASHINGTON - President Carter said Thursday he sees no
immediate pr\>spect of concluding a Stategic Arms agreement with the
Soviets despite Moscow's. ''flexible'' new bargaining !lltitutde.
'
On prospects for a SALT II agreement the Soviets replacing the one
that expires Monday, Carter said there are no grounds to expect a
·Sudden, dramatic breakthrough even though the Soviets have been
showing signs of willingness to get the long-stalled negotiations
moving.

Lava Forces Village Evacuation
-

KALAPANA,HAWAII-Civil efense officials Thursday ordered
the evacuation of a Hawaiian village threatened by a 100-yard-wide
river of molten lava surging toward it from Kilauea Volcano.
Scientists said the lava flow could reach Kalapana, a community of
50 families near the popular tourist attraction Kaimu Black Sands
Beach, by Friday.

•

Beat e price
at Custom Hi-Fi as they
•
contmue war on stereo prices!!!
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Russians Go··out to Launch
MOSCOW-The Soviet Union Thursday fired a space station into
orbit, prompting speculation that the Russians planned a new manned
space flight to coincide with the 20th anniversary of the first Sputnik
next week.
The new space station, Salyut 6, replaces the Salyut 5 stations which
fell out of orbit and burned up on re-entry Aug. 8 after less than 14
months in space.
The Soviets have not had· a man in space since February when
cosmonauts Viktor Gorbatko ad Yuri Glazkov hooked up with Salyut
5 for an 18-day scientific mission.
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U.S. Court Okays Concorde
I

NEW YORK - Noting "The hour is at-hand," the U.S. 2nd
Circuit Court of Appeals Thursday gave its approval to a tryout of the
A~glo-French supersonic Concorde jet at New York's Kennedy
Atrport.
The three-judge court agreed with a lower court decision to lift the
ban imposed 18 months ago on the operations of the jet at Kennedy by
the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, which operates the
airport.

.

That's rite folks,
Custom Hi-Fi will
continue to offer
guaranteed lowest
prices in town- with
quality audio
components and
courteous service.
We're No. 1 with you!

TEHRAN, Iran (UPI)-Iran
Thursday said a "cholera type"
disease has reached epidemic
proportions in .the Tehran area,
afflicting nearly l,SOO persons and
killing47.
A Health Ministry statement
released to the press and broadcast
by Radio Iran said the disease,
called El Tor, also had hit other
parts of the country. It said 1,492
cases had been confirmed in the
capital and a nearby town.
The announcement said the

Buy2
Get 1 Free
Or20% Off

GEXBRAL ,.STORE
111 Harvard SE- 266-7709
8117Menaul NE- 296-5039
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PIONEER HPM 100
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believe this!
~
A must for
you front
0line savers!
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PIONEER KP4000
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NOT EXACTLY AS F>ICTURED
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. One of
their best_!
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PIONEER SX 750
PIONEER PL 115
ECI1253 W
for quality
lovers at a
modest price
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the battlefield in . """
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Happiness
Is
Feeling good
While Dieting!

MARANTZ 2240 •.•.••.•••.•.• 5294.50
JIL 517 ••••• - ••••••••••••••••• 542.50
-.scOTCH CHROME 90 •••.••••••• H99 ·
KENVOX 1800 8 track tape player. 512.95
ACCUTRAC 4000 EWI ••••••••• 5375.00
SENNHEISEN 424X •••••.•••••• $p9.95
PIONEERSX450 ..•.••.•.•.••• s189.50
ECI1253 W (demo) ••••••.•..•.• s74.98

An experienced
Diet Counselor
will guide you.

CENTER "'

2632 Pennsylvania NE

)
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~%

INC. (R)
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~Can you

County Thursday, you can sit back without worry the rest of the year.
It was Goose Day, the day on which residents of this central Pennsylvania county assure themselves of good luck by eating a goose.
Thousands of area residents fullfill their obligation by taking advangtage of "gooseplate specials" offered by most restaurants this week.
Few cook the fowl in their home. ·
Goose Day derives from the Michaelmas Day, an ancient British
holiday.

No Drugs
Well balanced· diet.
Daily Counseling

sgg

PRICED TO GO!

Getting 'Goosed'

Overweight?

\

\..\1

disease was "completely under curbed before the annual Moslem
control and there Is no cause for· pilgrimage to the holy city of Mecca
alarm."
in Saudi Arabia reaches its peak
The announcement was the first next month.
official confirmation that a two"This year, too, the disease was
month-old Middle East Cholera detected in regions of the country
outbreak had reached Iran.
and due to the fact that other
More than S,OOO cholera cases neighboring countries in the region
have been reported in the Middle were affected and there was a lot of
East since August.
traffic . (between Iran and these
Middle East health officials fear countries) a larger number of
the outbreak could grow to victims of the cholera type desease
enormous proportions unless it is _ occurred in Iran," it said.

)

If you're looking for areal buy on a
speaker, here it is. This one has abig
15" woofer, two 5" midrange, three
tweeters and 3-way crossover.· Come
In today and give this speaker alisten.
Alot of sound for such a small price. ·

PIONEER SX550

~~~S~H~I~R~T~S~A~L~E~~~ LEW~i~~- .~~~!.~~:~. •Mi~.
selected men's
and women's

ECI1556
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phone anytime
298-4734

I

soos·Menaul
NE
(across from Labelles)
262·0858

COME IN AND TALK TO ANY OF
OUR BATILEFIELD
COMMANDERS. MAKE US AN
OFFER WE CAN'T REFUSE!!!
WHILE QUANTITIES
LAST
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Choiera in Iran Hits
Epidemic N~mbers

::~

9:15 a.m. Sundays:

7:00 p.m. Wednesday: Bible Study

In another of their radioed
messages the hijackers said they
would release women, children,
Indians and Pakistanis aboard the
plane after delivery of the prisoners
and· the cash, and keep the other
hostages aboard until they reach
their ultimate destination, which
was not known.

·fr

.,

.;

Prime Mininster Takeo Fukuda
said his government yielded because
"iluman life is more precious than
the earth."
Tokyo;s Justice Min.ister,
Hajima Fukuda, resigned in protest
at his government's capitulation.

A Little Bird Told Me ..
PEACE CORPS/VISTA
IS COMING
ON CAMPUS:

~l'·ll·~

plosives, to gain the extension and a
U.S. diplomat was at Dacca airport
seeking word on up to nine U.S.
citizens believed aboard the plane.
The terrorists from the Japanese~
red army released fiye American
residents earlier Thursday-an
ailing young yoga student, a weeping actress and a married couple
and the,ir child-an.d won food and
fuel supplies, but they gave no hint
of their next move.
The freed hostages reported the
passengers and crew still aboard the
plane were calm as their ordeal .
dragged on for more than 40 hours.
Japan agreed to submit to the
hijackers' demands, but said the
logistics of rounding up radicals at
prisons throughout the country and
assembling a $6 million ransom all
in U.S. $100 bills were so complicated they could not meet the
demands until Friday afternoon.

WE WILL NOT
BE
DERSOLD

JIL 841 NC •••••••••• - •••••.••• 569.95
ECI1253 V (demo) •••.•.••.•.•.• 565.75
JAX Headphones •.••••••••••••• 56.95
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S1 00.00

ECI1275R (demo) ••.••••..•..•• 539.95
ON KYO TX2500 - •••..•...•.•. 5269.69
JIL 65·564 .••••.•..••..•...... 597.50
ECI1254H (demo) .••..•.••..•.•. 584.00
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City-Wide Weekend Activities
..

By O.M. FLYNN

LOBO As;t. News Editor

Oldsters
Streak
Pond?

~

Not Much New
by Tim Gallagher
It's been another one of those weeks where it seems like too much·
happened to narrow my scope to one topic. It happens every now and
then.
Nothing that occured was entirely new, but then most everything
that happens has happened before. The brainchild of Arts and
Sciences Dean Nathaniel Wollman, called the bell-shaped curve, reared
its loathed head again in the Introductory Spanish class. Nothing new
about that. The mayoral candidates slung a' bit more mud, and we
found out more about former Municipal Court Judge Paul Demos than
he'd probably like us to know. Nothing new about that either.
And the freedom of records story with former LOBO reporter Tom
Newsome finally hit what could be viewed as both an end and a
begininng.
In October of 1975, Newsome filed a suit against UNM Personnel
Director Phillip Alarid. Newsome, who was an intern with the
Albuquerque Journal at the time, wanted to check the personnel
records for a number of people recently hired by UNM. Alarid refused
to run over certain information about the employes, but did give him
other bits of information.
It wasn't everything Newsome wanted and he fought Alarid in court
and the case finally reached the New Mexico Supreme Court, which
this week made a decision in the matter.
Rather the court's decision was a non-decision. They said that the
material Newsome received was public information and he had every
right to it. But the other information didn't have to be given to
New~me because Alarid had declared it confidential.
·
THE COURT SAID the public has ·a right to all public information
but that it does not have a right to inspect material deemed confidential
or material exempted by law.
What is confidential matter? The court didn't really say. If the employer decides something is confidential, he declares it so, and the
publics only way to decide of it is confidential is bring a lawsuit and let
the court decide.
Former LOBO managing editor Mike O'Connor hit the nail on the
head. "They just send you back to square one," he said and that is a
perceptive statement if I ever heard one. It's a non-decision by the court
and Newsome must be feeling a little frustrated.
BUT HE'S PROBABLY not feeling as frustrated as the students in
the Introductory Spanish. Because Modern and Classical Languages
Department (MCL) decided to succumb to Dean Wollman's pressure to
follow a bell-shaped curve, some folks who scored 96 on the test fell
into the B category.
You can't say they received B's on the exam because no grades were
given. But if the current trend continues, students in that class who
average 96 on their exams might wind up with a B for the semester
because of this bell-shaped curve idea.
I THINK this curve business is for the birds. the theory behind it is
thaf'you give out 10 per cent A's, 20 per cent B's, 40 per cent C's, 20
per cent D's and 10 per cent F's. In case you missed it, this is called
progressive education. 1 call it baloney. Normal distribution, the theory
behind the curve, does not always apply.
There are some classes such as Introductory Spanish, where you're
simply going to have a great number of students who do well, and no
bell-shaped curve is going to fit. I could see Dean Wollman being
worried about the quality of education if 19 out of 20 people are getting
A's in Hieroglyphics 494, but Introductory Spanish? Come on. More
than half of the people in the state can speak Spanish. It makes sense
that many people taking Introductory Spanish are taking it for an easy
grade, and don't really need an instructor to tell them how to speak
Spanish.
PAUL DEMOS MIGHT have been wishing he spoke Spanish when
questioned by and Albuquerque Tribune reporter about a disablility
pension he's receiving. Instead Demos answered in English and his
answer wasn't very good. "I don't want to talk about it," he said.
After a dull start, the mayor's race had really livened up in the past
few weeks.
Thank heavens for Jo Ann Eastham. I don't think she can win, but
she gets my vote for the candidate who stirred up the most trouble.
ALL IN ALL, Mayor Harry Kinney is coming out with the cleanest
laundry. Kinney had largely avoided the mud-slinging, and even
laughed gracefully when David Rusk said he had "A degree in B.S."
Nice try, Dave, but remember, jokes don't win elections.
It'll be interesting to see who wins next Tuesday's election. It's going
to be another busy week, but maybe I can keep things confined to one
topic. See you next Friday.

LOBO Editorial Staff:
Editot•in·chfef: Tlm Gallagher
Managing Editor. Rebekah Szymanski
News Editor. Dolores Wood
Asst. News E:dilor. O.M. Flynn
Photo Editor: Wendell T. Hunt
Sports Editor. Petet Madrid
Arts Editor. George Gesner

Copy Editors: Koren Wal~ton
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The Catbird's Seat

Daniel Gibson.

• Ad Manager: Frank Salazar

EDITORIALS: Unsigned editoriills represent a maJority opinio-n of lhe LOBO editorial
board. All other columns. cartoons. and letters represent the opinion Of the author and d
0
not necessatilyrelfect 1heviewor the editorial board.
. LETIERS: tellers to tile editor must be typed, and signed with the author's name
s1gnaturej -address-t and telephone number. Letters to tl'le editot Should be no longer tha~
300word.s altho~gh exceptions win be made lf the topic warrants so. Only the name of the
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Editor: ·
At 7:35 p.m. Wednesday two.
c,oul'll'l. unidentified members ·of the
~, 1 Returning Students Association
;:,ol)\1\' were seen running naked through
the duck pond. As usual, a LOBO
reporter was not present. Furthermore, after their dash they were'
seen dripping all over 'Creaking
Acres Lounge'. This story can be
verified by contacting the janitorial
staff at the Union, but there will
likely be lively discussi9n in regard
to this matter at the next RSA
meeting Saturdai evening at 7:30
in the RSA 'Creaking Acres
Lounge' in the SUB.
Chris Ballmer
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The Iceman Writeth

Wasting Time
by Steve Smith
Throughout all-too-btief lifetimes, there have been innumerable
occasions when we've all just wasted our time.
The strange thing is that,, even while we're doing it, we realize that
we're wasting our time. Stranger yet is the fact that most of us do
nothing about it.
For instance, you know you're wasting time when, if you're a parent,
you try to explain to your kid why he shouldn't do something stupid.
You know you're wasting time when, if you're a kid, you listen to
your parents explain why you shouldn't do something stupid.
You know you're wasting your time when you root for the Chicago
Cubs.
You know you're wasting time when you try to keep things on your
desk organized.
You know you're wasting time when you ogle that good-looking
blonde across the dining hall.
You know you're wasting your time when you ask somebody if they
can keep a secret. (This time is usually wasted right after somebody
else wasted their time by asking you if you could keep a secret.)
You know you're wasting time your time when you ask the guys
having the party in the next room if they'd mind keeping it down a bit.
You know you're wasting your time when you long for the good old
days when the national Hockey League only had six teams, and there
was no such thing as a designated hitter and a quarter could by you a
Coke, a comic book and a chocolate bar.
You know you're wasting ytlur time when you try to keep ypur white
pants clean.
You. know you're wasting your time when you challenge a parking
ticket.
You know you're .wasting your time when you hope it's going to be
quiet on a morning when you've got a hangover.
And, finally, you know you're really wasting your time when you read
Steve Smith!s column in the LOBO.
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Editor:
I commend your editorial of Sept. 27, in which you set the record
str~ight. regard~ng the appointment of Mr. Ernest Stapleton at the
Umvers1t~. In _h1s attack on Mr. Stapleton, Larry German has reached a
new low 10 h1s short but far from illustrious career as a school board
member of the Albuq~erque Public Schools. Not only is his charge that
Mr. Stapleton was h1red by,U~~ based on his friendship with Gov.
Ap?dac.a totally false, but 1t IS Insulting to Mr. Stapleton and the
Umvers1ty as well as to the governor.
l_certainly do not need to defend Mr. Stapleton's abilities and qualifiCfiltl~ns, nor ~oes hel The r~cord over his 25 plus years of service to
~ubhc ed~cat1on speaks for ltself .. As a member of the board of educa•t10n for e1ght ~ears, I have. had th~ distinct honor of working with Mr.
Stapleton dunng tha~ penod. Th1s is for a longer period than Mr.
German has been a res1dent of New Mexico.
The University is incredibily fortunate to have such a highly competent and able person as Ernest Stapleton in its employ, and the public
sch~ols of the_state will benefit by his continued presence on the New
Mex1co educat1onal scene.
. ~his ~s not the fir~t tim~ Larry German has falsely attacked an indiVI?ual s hon~sty or mtegnty. I strongly suggest to Mr. German that if
he I~ to contnbute to the enhancement of public education in New
~ex1co that he cease from making malicious statements about in·
?lv~d~Hils. I also wish to add the Governor's name to the LOBO's Jist of
md1v1duals to whom Mr. German owes an apology.
Ted Martinez

FREE

Other

TV Movies

Chamber Music at Keller Hall
tonight at 8:15 Students .50.
Flpte and Piano at Keller Hall
Sun. 4 p.m. Students .50.
Allen Lenicl1eck, pianist at U. of
A. on Sunday at 4 p.m. Tickets are
$3 but student discounts are
available,
New Mexico Association of the
Student Council for Exceptional
Children will have displays and
information about exceptional
children. Arts and crafts and entertainment Sat. and Sun. 9 a.m.-5
p.m. at the Civic Plaza. $1.
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I'm sick and tired of spending a
fortune on tapes and records
and I'm not going to take it
anymore!
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by Garry Trudeau
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Friday:
9
Wild River. Mondtgomery Clift
(f)
2:30p.m. Ch. 7.
"
:;!.
· Trial of Lee Harvey Oswald, Ben
"a
Gazarra 8 p.m. ch 7.
Detective Story, Kirk Douglas
if
.,
w
and Eleanor Parker 11:30 p.m. ch
0
13.
Saturday:
"'_,_,
Sheriff of Fractured Jaw,
Kenneth Moore and Jayne Man. sfield noon ch 13.
. !
Hard Times, Charles Bronson 8
p.m. ch4.
•·
Broken Arrow, James Stuart
10:30p.m .. ch 7.
Cable Car Murder, Robert
Hooks 11:30 p .. ch 13.
Sunday:
Music and Shows
Wasp Women, Susan Cabot 3:30
p.m. ch7.
.
New
Mexico
Symphony
Lee Harvey Oswald (part two) 8
Orchestra featuring· pianist Lili
p.m. ch 7.
Kraus Sat. 8:15 p.m. at Popejoy
Pony Express, Charlton Heston
Hall.
Student tickets $5. 75.. $5,
Pictured above are four of the exhibits from the Fine Arts center art museum's ,
.
and Rhonda Fleming 8 p.m. ch 13.
$4.25
and
$3.25.
.
T!ze Htstory of
Rally Round the Flag Boys, Paul Lithography: The First 100 Years" display. The show is free to UNM students.
Newman and Joanne Woodward
Albuquerque Civic Light
10:30 p.m. ch 7.
Fashion Shows
Orchestra (Acloa) fundraiser on
Flesh Gordon, Fri. and Sat. at
Incident in San Fransisco,
Straw Dogs, Dustin Hoffman at Sat. at 7:30 p.m. at the Old West
Spaghetti
Machine, ·~ 225
midnight
at
the
Coronado
4
Richard Kiley II: 15 p.m. ch. 13,
midnight
Sat. at the Fox-Winrock Saloon and Gambling House, 4201
Wyoming NE. Friday at noon,.
theatres
for
$1.50.
Theatre
for
94 cents.
Ellison NE. $5.
Wyatt's
Cafeteria,
424,
Museums
· Coronado Center NE. Fir day 12:15
Paintings of Ray Jacobsen in the and 6 p.m.; Sat. 12:15 p.m.
New Chinatown, 5001 Central
Jonson Gallery, 1909 Las Lomas
NE.
Friday at noon.
NE. Open Tues, through Sun., 12-6
High Noon Saloon, 425 San
p.m.
"Contemporary Photography" Felipe NW. Friday at noon.
free for students in the Art
Museum, Fine Arts Center-lower
Other
level. Open Tues. through Fri. 10
Albuquerque Sheltland Sheepdog
a.m,-5 p.m., Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Club,
"Funny Fun Match," Sun. at
"New Acquisitions," in the
3
p.m.
at Holiday Park, Comanche
small gallery of the art museum in
NE.
the Fine Arts Center.
"The History of Lithogaraphy:
New Mexico Wheelmen depart
the First I 00 Years" free for
Sun.
9 a.m. from the Popejoy Box
students in the upper galleries of the
Office.
Ride your bike on a twoArt 'Museum, Fine Arts Center.
hour
slow-pace
ride or four-hour
Open Tues. through Fri. I 0-5, Sun.
ride
for
advance
riders.
1-5'.
.
"Our Land, Our Culture, Our
Swimming at Johnson Gym ..
People," a history of the Pueblos
Pool.
Mon-Fri. 7 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
with an archeological presentation
Sat.
and
Sun. noon to 4:45p.m ..
and potter's works. Indian PUeblo
Sale
and
display of antiques of all
Cultural Center, 2401 12 NW.
types
at
the
Convention Center's
Open Mon. through Sat. 9 a.rn.-5
Northwest
Exhibit
Hall. Fir.
p.m. Sunday noon-S p.m.
through
Sun.
I
p.m.
to
9
p.m.
National Atomic Museum shows
exhibits and films on the evolution
of the atomic age Mon. through
Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. and.noon-5 p.m.
on Sat. and Sun. Kirtland Air Force
Movies
Base (Wyoming Entrance).
"We Lived By Animals" at the
Young Frankenstein, Mel
UNM Maxwell Museum of Brooks. 7, 9:15 and 11 p.m. for $1
Eric Clapton Steely Dan marvin Gay ~
Anthropology opens tomorrow, 10
at the UNM SUB Theatre today
and Saturday.
a.m. to 4 p.m. Sun. l-5 p.m.

CHEAP

German Hits Low

!he Harder They Come, Jimmy
Chff. Friday at midnight at Don
Pancho's $1.

'

Special group rates for
groups and clubs. Fast
service for UNM groups.
Many different styles
including high fashion
T-shirts! Spotts jerseys!
Bring your own design, we'll
put it on your shirt or
choos~ from our 150 designs.
Bring this ad and get 50c
off any transfer with .
purchase of T·shirt.

Reg.

So.le

~

e..

99¢ ~
S1.49 ;
S1.99 .J

] $1.99
~ $2.49
I $2.99

' - . - Bob Dylan Elvis Presley Charlie Daniel

__)

So.le Good Thru Oct. 7 (The Deo.d Concert)
Music is ge!'ting too {I%$*$ expensive. Sound off at
th~ place w1th the big, fat inventory and the tiny little
pnces.
We bring it back cheap.

Uptown Stote
4517 Centto.l N.E.
266-9887
255-2225
ffion. - Thuts. 10 - 10 ffion. -Sat. 10-8
Ftl. Sat. 10 - 12
Sunday 12-6
Sun. 12 - 6
Unlvetslty Stote
2222 Centtal S.E.
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~Carter ·Flatters

Mondale

;;::

WASHINGTON (UP!)-President Carter gave reason, would you go and do the special final arange,_g Vice President Walter Mondale his second big en- ment in the SALT negotiations with ~rezhnev.' He has
a dorsement in two days Thursday, saying he heads "my complete knowledge of the subJect and of my
i5. own inner circle of advisers."
post!Ion,
•
.
,Jl ••I would say without derogating the other members
Mondale obvious.ly !iked what. ~e had heard. He
o" of my staff that there is no one who would approach ~eamt;d T~4rsday, JOkmg and sm!ling at a ceremony
.g him in his importance to me, his closeness to me and m whtch hts for111:er law schoo~mate and laY( partner
;, also his abilty to carry out a singular assignment with Harry MacLaughlm was sworn mas a federal JUdge.
:;::; my complete trust," Cafter told a news conference.
In his presidential calls, Carter sought to emphasize
Cl In an extraordinary double-barreled endorsement, Mondale's role was superior to that of Bert Lance, his
8 Carter telphoned the Washington bureau chiefs of the fallen budget director, countering criticism he is
·5 New York Times and the Los Angeles Times Wed- . surrounded by a tight group of Georgia "Good ol'
~ nesday to rebut suggestions Monda!e was just another
Boys" as his chief advisers.
·
::: powerless, side-lines vice president.
Mondale, a former Minnesota senator, told
"Fritz has always been the deputy president,"
reporters
earlier this week of his relationship with
_,; Carter told Hendrick Smith of the New York Times,
Carter,
1;l, calling Mondale a "partner" and an "irreplaceable"
P: friend and adviser.
"It is working better than I had hoped. It's a
In a half-hour cnat with the Los Angeles Times'
relationship that's growing. It's very fulfilling. It's not
Jack Nelson, Carter was quoted as saying, "On 30 unusual to spend five or six hours with him. He listens ·
minutes notice, I would be perfectly willing to say, when I really feel strongly about something. He asks ·
'Fritz, I can't go to the Soviet Union because of some any point of view."
II)

•

•
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• • •
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lco11t, from page 1)

This figure is still only an
estimate, since it is partly based on
a projection, by the Union Business
Office, of spring enrollment
figures.
Fernandez also reported that the
appropriation bills thus far passed
by the senate and signed into law by
the president total $7,641, leaving

an estimated $11,607.20 for the
senate to appropriate this year .
The ASUNM president said he
would like ASUNM law 14-14-75 ,
the Uniform Financial Policy Act,
amended to include the Senate. This,
law provisdes that no ASUNMfunded organization can go . into
deficit without the consent of the
president and chairperson

Counsel Sheds_ light
On Korean Scandal

Clinic May Relieve
Troubled Bladders
By DONALD SANDOVAL
LOBO Staff Writer
The management committee of
the Student Health Center is
studying the possiblility of adding a
urology clinic to the center.
A decision on this possibility will
be made later this semester. The
clinic, will serve patients with
bladder and kidney problems.

ENGINEERING GRADUATES,
WORK IN A PLACE WORTH WRITING HOME ABOUT.

(.

In Saudi Arabia' you'll be near the cradle
of civilization.
.
You'll see awe-inspiring sights such
as the carved cliff tombs of Madain Salih,
created over 2,000 years ago some 600
kilometers north of Jidda h.
.
You'll have plenty of flme to explore,
too, because you'll have a 40-day paid
vacation and 12 paid holidays each year.
You'll have money enough to travel in
style. Your base salary vyill be competitive
with what you can earn in the States. Plus,
you'll receive a generous tax-protected
expatriate premium.

That means your Saudi Arabian takehome pay will be approximately equal to
your gross pay in the States.
In addition, you'll be close to the
worlds top vacation spots.Travel throughout the Middle East. Or fly to Rome, Paris
and london. Or visit India to the east,
Africa to the west.
We'll even fly you back to the States,
free, while you're vacationing.
·
You'll· be working for the world's largest oil producing company, and one of
the fastest growing. Currently, we have·
over $20 billion worth of projects under

way in Saudi Arabia, and advancement
opportunities are exceptional.
We're looking for Mechanical,
Geological, Chemical, Electrical, and
Petroleum Engineers with bachelor's,
master's, or Ph.D. degrees.Jfyou're
graduating this fall, spring, or summer, we'd like to talk to you.
·
Additional information is available
now in your career planning office.

ARAMCO
SERVICES COMPANY

Beres said a urology clinic is
needed because kidney and bladder
problems are quite common, and
such a clinic would be greatly used
at UNM. "We had one here two
years ago," he said. "And it was
fully utilized." He said the clinic
was dropped when the urologist
quit.

Joseph Beres, director of the
health center, said financing is the
determing factor. "The cost for a
two-hour-a-week clinic would be
about $3,000 a year," he said. This
includes equipment cost and the
salaries for the part-time urologist
and nurse.

GSA Electi.on Scheduled

To set up rhe clinic, the health
center will need to find ways to cut
costs. One they are considering is a
staff reorganization. "If an
emoloye quits we may delay hiring
to save money", Beres said. "Or we
may do away with the position
altogether." If the position is done
away with the rest of the staff
would have to take-over the duties.

· COPIES 31h"
Overnight

KINKO'S
No Minimum
2312 Cent. SE 268-8515

The child-care co-op will be
another issue on the agenda. At the
last meeting, the co-op passed a·
resolution not to drop the GSA
representative from the Child Care
Co-Op board. The issue will be
discussed at the meetin~:.
A $9 graduate student fee is
included in University tuition. This
is payed by all graduate students.

Each department of the'University
has a representative. The GSA
keeps ih.e $9 which goes into a
general fund. There is a way that
the department can get $1 of it back
for each student. All the department has to do is attend the meeting
and say it wants it. The deadline
however, was Sept. 16, but Moses
said the GSA inight be wiling to
make some exception,s. Two-thirds
of the departments have chartered.
One-third has not and is not getting
any funds back as of this date.
The proposed tuition increase,
approving members to the finance
committee and a party to be held
sometime in October will also be

discussed at the meeting, Moses
said that every Wednesday th.ere is
free coffee and doughnuts in the
FSA lounge which is in room 209 in
the SUB.

Returning Students Asoc, will meet Sat., Oct,
1 at 7:30p.m. in the SUB, RSA lounge, Off Cam·
pus pany.
A China fair will be presented by the People's
Friendship Assoc., Oct, 1 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
In the Hol9hts Community center, B23 Buena
Vista SE.
The Ph!losophy club will meet Fri. Sept. :mat
3:30p.m, In the philosophy dept. library.

ASU NM Speakers and PEC Present

'

'.>

J

i

cto er 1 , 1
Popejoy Hall
8:15 p.m.
Tickets Available At All Ticketmaster Locations

Albuquerque's first major
laser-light experience
Tickets
saso and saoo
with s1.00 UNM student discount
)

'

BUV1
GET1.

Beres said student fees would not
be raised in order to pay for the
clinic. "We will work with the
money we have," he said.

1100 Milam Building, Houslon, Texas 77002

OUR REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE ON CAMPUS ON WEDNESDAY, OCTOBERs.

Council to Elect Chair

By LORI LACEDONIA
WASHINGTON (UPI)-"Further light" has been shed on alleged
LOBO Staff Writer
Korean influence-buying in Congress and the House Ethics Committee
of a chairperson,
The
election
may start public hearings by the end of October, Special counsel Leon
left' over revenue, athletic I.D.
Jaworski said Thursday.
Jaworski said he has been invited by South Korea to meet in Seoul with cards and the drop-add policy are a
Tongsun Park, the Korean rice merchant who is under indictment in few of the topics on the agenda for
connection with alleged payoffs on Capitol Hill, but J aworkski does not : the monthly Graduate Student
Association (GSA) meeting,
consider the time ripe for the meeting.
Oct. I at 10 a.m. in the
Saturday,
Jaworski gave the committee an update on the inquiry at a meeting.
New
Mexico
Union.
during which. the panel voted down efforts by two members to get an
advance look at materials the former Watergate prosecutor has amassed
Margaret Moses, GSA president
since taking over the investigation.
said
the highlight of the meeting
He told the committee that someone telephoned him this morning with
will
be the election of a chair"the most significant piece of ipformation" he has received so far-but
person.
said he could not identify the caller or discuss the information.
At a news conference after the panel's two-hour closed meeting,
The job of the chairperson is to
Jaworski was asked if he considered th~ call "a dramatic turning point.''
run the GSA Council and plan the
He said: '"It could have an impact of some noteworthiness, yes.''
agenda.
Jaworksi had previously declined to predict w)ten the panel might start
public hearings, except to say it could be as late as January.
Last year the GSA had $1000 left
- But he told the panel Thursday that "both documentary and oral
over
in revenue. A discussion on
testimony have been obtained recently shedding fm:ther light on the
how
the money will be spent is
ultimate determinations we seek" and "we are presently considering scheduled
for the meeting, and a
asking you to hold the initial round of public hearings by not later than the proposal that the $1 ,000 be put in a
end of October.''
special fund for graduate students
Jaworski was· sharply critical of the South Korean government for is planned. Other proposals will
refusing to surrender Park to American authorities.
also be accepted, Moses said.
"A full exposure of the facts ... does not seem achievable without the unrestricted cooperation" of Seoul, he said, and in that case the inquiry
Graduate students attending the
''may ultimately meet some dead ends.''
.
University for less than nine hours
U.S. relations with Seoul "should not be a one-way street," Jaworski were not entitled to athletic cards.
said pointedly, "and if unilateral attitudes are to spell the policy of the Moses said, "They couldn't get one
South Korean government, future requests it makes of our government at all.'' But at this meeting it will be
could be affected thereby.''
announced that a graduate student
"It is quite incongruous for us to extend to another nation so much aid attending the University for six or
when reciprocal cooperation in this important investigation· is not for- more hours can now purchase an
thcoming," he said.
athletic !.D. card for a$15 fee.
At the news conference, however, Jaworski said "I think there are some
indications that we are making some headway" in obtaining Korean
At the meeting it will be ancooperation.
nounced that the new drop-add
As for the invitation for him to interview Park in Seoul, Jaworski said he policy will not effect graduate
. had no assurance this "would be revealing and productive" and a trip students. This was passed with a
there "at this time could not be justified.''
stipulation. At the last meeting the
The committee went into closed session after rejecting, each on an 8-3 graduate students had asked that
vote, proposals by Reps. Bruce Caputo, (R-N.Y.), and Millicent Fenwick, the faculty Senate not vote on the
(R-N.J.), that members be allowed to inspect any potential evidence ob- drop-add policy change, but this
tained by Jaworski and his staff.
motion to post~one failed. Moses
Before the vote, Jaworski assured members they eventually would have said,'' At least the change in policy
access to any information necessary for the investigation, but said to do so will not affect the graduate
now "would substantially affect our work.''
students.''
'
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FREE

Monday · Friday

Grand
Opening!
October I
Public skating 6 to 10 p.m.
adfl)ission 1.00
Fraternities, Sororities,
Campus organizations·
Have you thought about
having a special party?

5:00. 9:00

The
Stone Brothers

Boogie To:

UNCLE NA·STY'S
Lunches Monday Thru Saturday

For information call:
David Faster "

255-2715
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

•
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i LOBO movie Guide i ~;~~~~~:~~,:~~:~~~~~~~~,~
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Yr Festival offered by the theater arts
AT THEWS
d GEORGE GESNER
dept. here at UNM starts Monday

Kraus to Sparkle
with Symphony
..
..
.
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By JANE QUESNEL
The New Mexico Symphony
Orchestra (NMSO) premieres its
1977-78 season this weekend,. with
guest artist Lili Kraus, virtuoso
pianist and Mozart specialist.
Performances will be in Popejoy,
Oct. I and 2 y;ith Madame Kraus

performing Mozart's Piano with Maestro Takeda and the
Concerto #23 in A Major. Also NMSO, although she performed in
included on the progr<~.m will be Albuquerque once previously. in
.
Stravinsky's "Petrouchka," and 1970,
Ravel's "La Valse."
Other featured artists throughout
Kraus, currently an artist in the year will include cellist Janos
residence at Texas Christian Uni- Starker later in October, pianist
versity, will appear for the first time David Bar-Illan in December,
baritone Robert Merrill in February···
and violinist Miriam Fried · in
March.
In December NMSO will present
the traditional Christmas ballet,
"The Nutcracker," in conjunction
with the Ballet West Company.

Specials

Mon.- Fri .
All Drinks

2For 1
5-8pm
Shrimp
Cocktail

,.

?w.

Ptesetvatio.n Hall Ja.z.z Band

~

I

Devoted fans of New Orleans jazz and anyone else who yearns to
explore some of the roots of American music are in for a real treat
this Tuesday Oct. 4.
The Preservation Hall Jazz Band returns to Albuquerque at the
Popejoy Hall. The musical spectacle starts at 8:15p.m. Call for information at 243-5646 or 266-9459.
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This Week:
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Down the Tubes

~

/By Brion ffiotthews

Llll Krous

A Fine Drinking Establishment

5001 Lomas NE • 256-1250
This Weekend
In The

1111111 1!1!1111
Located In The Student Union
Building Basem.ent

Friday, SepteJUber 30
After theb• farewell perfortuance in Placitas
was rained out

CIJIBUCIII

One Las-t Ti10e
Sat:nrday, October 1
Boogie and Dance with

Last Friday night (9/23177) I viewed one of the best shows the Midnight
Special has ever presented. ·It was a very fast-paced show-excluding the
continuous stream of commercials, and the show wasn't at all boring.
The host was George Benson. Guests included Minnie Riperton, Roger
Daltrey, Bonnie Raitt, a special tribute to Lou Rawls, jazzists Jean-Luc
Ponty, Harvey Mason, John Klemmer, Phil Upchurch, Herbie Hancock,
Roy Ayers-who sparkled on the vibes, and Benson, who seemed to be
enjoying everything that happened.
Benson as host played the part extra well. His professionalism is just one
of his outstanding qualities. Benson performed a total of six songs-two as
the featured soloist, "'The Greatest Love of All' and Nat King Cole's
classic "Nature Boy." While performing "Nature Boy" Benson's scatting
took off. Usually the host to the Midnight Special can handle things pretty
well-their guests however, often lack something, but usually it's enough
depth for a TV performance.
But for this show, that didn't hold true. All the artists who appeared
were very good. The Roger Daltrey film clip was good. Ms. Bonnie Raitt
came across very well. Minnie Riperton was involved in three songs "Young, Willing and Able"(which came out rather poorly), "Stay in
Love" and a duet with Benson. The Lou Rawls Tribute had Rawls going
through his most famous songs, including "Natural Man" and "You'll
Never Find Another Love Like Mine."
The real treat though, was the "Jazz Portion" of the show. All those
folks on the stage at the same time.... First the "All. Stars" played a
version of "Fever" where each artist was allowed a few minutes to solo.
Later in the show Benson and Roy. Ayers dueted in the most enjoyable
number of the show. It was a rendition of Marvin Gaye's "What's Gong
On," taking nothing from George Benson and Roy Ayers, the way each
played and got into the song reminded me a lot of the masters-Wes
Montgomery and Lionel Hampton (Ayers by the way, received his first
vibes mallets from Haq1pton). Ayers really cut up his mallets in constant
motion and the tone of his vibes were excellent. And for the final number
· of the show, the "All Stars" played "Chameleon," the Herbie Hancock
standard.
Gl!ESTS THIS WEEK'INCLUDE: Helen Reddy- Guest Host, Barry
Mamlow, Fleetwood Mac, Queen, Byrds, Gasry Wright and Hamilton,
Joe, Frank and Reynolds.
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Oct. 3-7
In meso. Lo·unge in the
N.E. corner of the
SUB o.cross from Prontos
Sponsored by
studento.ctivities

NM
Compiled by BRIA
· '
· an
Fire Sale·A bumed out eomedy Orca seeks revenge for tlie evil that
about the Pikus Brothers and their · wa:; thrust into this life. Show starts
tyrannical father and his outclated at 7:4~ and 9:30 p.m. at the Far
department store. Certain cir- North Cinemas 3.
cumstances force ·the brothers to
Outlaw Josey Wales-Clint once
take over the store and cancel the again. He turns outlaw (he was
fire insur.ance to get some money once a rural farmer) after bandits
for some modern stock-but they rape and kill his wife and daughter.
are unaware that their father had The advertisement states: "He is an
hired a relative maniac to burn the army of one." Several theaters feel
store down for the insurance confident about this one. It's at the
money. It shows at the Louisiana Montgomery Plaza, Galleria and
the Cinema East.
Blvd. Cinema, 7:30 and 9:20p.m.
3 Women-is the story of two
Freaky a walter WaltDisney young Texas girls who decide to
production about a woman and her share an apartment in the middle of
dFreaky. Friday-A Walt Disney the California desert. There's a lot
production about a woman and her· of sympathy, humor and emotion
daughter (Jodie Foster) who switch involved in this picture. Sissy
personalities. Loufsiana Bvld. Spacek stars at 7:30 and 9:45 p.m.
Cinema turns the switch on at the Lobo on Central.
tonight. "Follow Me Boys is an
Star Wars8This fantasy epic
added attraction.
ranks as the top film of 1977, a year
Airport 77-The worst of all the
Airport movies takes a dive. A
Jumbo Jet crashes into the waters
of the Bermuda Triangle. Of course
some stars die, some suffer breakdowns and some profit. Movie
'Fire Sale", directed by Alan
takes off at the Far North Cinemas Arkin is now showing at the
3 7:00 and 9:15p.m.
Louisiana Cinema.
By GEORGE GESNER
The Enforcer-What can you say
"Have a few laughs <tnd go
about Clint Eastwood? He's rough home home" is a saying that comes
and tough and good looking. Tyne to mind after seeing Fire sale, a
Daly puts in a good stint as his comedy that has the potential, but
partner. This is the last of the falls to the ruins of haphazard
. "Dirty Harry" trilogy and East- nonsense.
wood manages to pull out his miniThe story centers around the
cannons more than once, which is Fikus family; an old father (Vincent
good for the thrill seekers. Show Gardenia) who has a store stocked
starts at 7:30 and 9:15 p.m. at the with outdated merchadise; the
Far North Cinemas 3.
typical empty-headed housewife
Jaws-A soap opera of the life and (Kay Medford), and the two sons,
loves of a 30 ft. great white shark. ·Ezra (Alan Arkin), a basketball
He manages to move his residence coach who has a lifetime record of 2
to a nice cozy bay in the Martha wins, 110 losses; and Russell (Rob
Vineyard area, where the flow of Reiner) an asthmatic who is in line
human traffic does much for his to take his father's business.
newly prescribed diet. Show times
Business and basketball isn't
at 7:30 p.m. only at tlie Hoff- booming. Father Fikus and Ezra
mantown Cinema.
both find their perspective glimOrca-This killer whale is mering hopes. Fikus calls on his
probabiy a rciative to our friend· brother-in-Jaw Sherman the mental
Jaws. A human kills his mate, so patient (Sid Ceasar) to perpetrate

·
where films haven't been top-ofthe-line. Spaceships depart at 12
noon, 2:30, 5, 7:30 and 10 p.m. at
the Mall Cinema.
Straw Dogs-You talk about
violence .. Well this movie has the
blood and guts in technicolor.
Dustin Hoffman stars in the
midnight movie this Saturday at
.Fox-Winrock.
Cheering Section-This is rah sex
at its best. The sexy cheerleader
stereotype is alive and well at the
Los Altos Twin at 7:30 and 9:15
p.m.
ROLLING THUNDER is the
midnight sneak preview at the
Cinema East tonight. The film
follows Major Charles Rane as a
survivor in a Viet Cong prison
camp. It's a modern day version of
Josey Wales as he seeks revence for
the murders of his wife and son.

··-Wed; ~
Joan Crawford,
Norma Shearer ;r
.,
Rosalind Russell ·...,
''The Women" •0

Students
(with ID)
s1.26 every Mon.
& Tues.

s

A HILARIOUS
ANSWER TO WHO
WEARS THE
PANTS!

SUNSHINE THEATRE

~2PANCHO'~
~·~2108 CENTRAl SE e 247-4414

enemy lines and burn down enemy
headquarters which happens to be
the Pikus store. Thoughts of
collecting on the fire insurance is
the only way up for the old man.
. And speaking of the only way up,
Ezra finds a hot 7-foot dunker
(dunks to the music of Dave
Grusin), ·adopts him as a son and
enrolls him into school and the
prspects of a winning season ·are
seemingly evident.
But things aren't a. bed of roses,
as the viewer finds the sequence of
.events very predictable. Everything
goes wrong in the story before it
comes out right at the end at least
for the Fikus brothers.
The movie follows· a Lucille Ball
type of humor where the comedy is
irritating, menial and inadequate.
Senseless and overdone scenes
plague the movie as well.
You are subject to the "case of
the dueling asthmatics" when
Gardenia and Reiner battle it out
(co11t, on

FM 94 Rock
Midnite·
Show

•

ABC PICTURES CORP presents

DUSTIN

HDFFMAN

mSAM PECKINPAH 5

STRMN
DCGs··
rday
Midnight
all seats
just 94c

MANN THEATRES

FOX
wi~JA~K
'-----298-5445 _ _ _,

WIN ROCK

p~g ... IJ)

!NOW SHOWING!!

•

R motion pic.ture that will make you re-examine
everyone you've ever .wanted to be.

Friday and Saturday
7:00, 9:15..........and 11:00

~

'

st~ring Sissy Spacek· Shelley Ouvaii·Janice Rule

·3 women
Robert Altman's

t··~

E WINNER~
BEST AUI'RESS
HELLEY DUVALL
1977 CANNES
FILM FESTIVAL

*
$
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Film Doomed to Ashes
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~
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long-time veteran of stage, screen
and television, Freeman will be
Oct. 3. The festival will consist of teaching the adaptive skills needed
various workshops and classes in to perform in these three mediums.
the fielcls of cinema and television.
Concurrently, Ms. Freeman will
Throughout October, distin- also teach a SaturJay class for
character actress Kathleen
(coRt.an po.ge !1)

•

.

'

.

Showtimes-

The Union (sub) Theatre

Weekdays · 7:30·9:45
Weekends ·12:45-3:00
5:15·7:30-9:45

3013 CENTRAL N.E.
265-4759 •
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month-Long Film Fest -

3 Women: .Altman's Dteam
©1'!77 .JoS SCHLfrl. BllEWJN(; CO. MII.WAtii<EE. WIS

WHY IS SICiLINDA STEINFiiLLER
DEAN OF BEER?
WHY NOT?
~·

'

Fellow Beer Persons,
Life is full of unanswered questions such as; Is there intelligent life
elsewhere in the universe? And if so, do they wear socks?
.
In beer, however, there are no unanswered-questions. Because there
IS only one word for beer, and you know it.
Schlitz.
. Therefore, as your Dean of Beer, I suggest you research
the. essenti~l rightness of the word for yourself at your next .
socwl function. Or even your next antisocial function.
And please note: The recommended source
material for locating the word can be found in any
phone booth. In other words, look in the Yellow
Pages. Under "Beer:'
.
Thank you.
.
·
.

THERE'S JUST ONE WORD
FORBEER.

I

(c9nt. from po.ge 9)

"3 Women," Directed by Robert Altman, is now
showing at 'the Lobo;
By DAN HUMENICJ(

obstacles, and apparently sharing different aspects or
the same personality, is unnecessarily obscure, though
it hurts the overall film little. ·

3 Women, the story ot two young Texas girls who
struggle to survive in an unfriendly world, is one of·
Robert Altman's greatest achievements, even if it is
burdened by a frustratingly incomprehensible finale.
The intelligence, the humor, the sympathetic approach
and consequently the emotional force of 3 Women is
simply astonishing, making it a truly unforgettable
and throught-provoking experience.
Pinky Rose and Millie Lammoreaux, two friendless
roommates, work in a health spa for the aged in Desert
Springs, California. Millie is dull, but Pinky, just
newly arrived, is fascinated by her. Millie pretends she
is popular, for her own sake, not Pinky's, and she'
frequently visits a bar called Dodge City, owned by
Edgar, an ex-stuntman, and by his wife, Willie, a
silent woman who paints ugly visions of demonic
reptilian males tormenting their female mates. Soon,
after an attempted suicide, Pinky absorbs and takes
ove Millie's personality.
The ending that follows, in which Pinky, Millie and
Willie retreat from the .world, after eliminating.all

The characters' relationships are continually the
main interest, rather than the well-done if slightly
murky mysticism.

members of the Screen Actors
Guild.
The Rodey Film Festival from
Oct. l 0-29, will present mo;e than
10 films for an admission price of
$3. Included in this series will be
Alfred Hitchcock's Spellbound,
Orson Welles' Chimes at Midnight,
and George Lucas' original student
version of THX1138.

Altman's direction is stunning. With Chuck
Rasher's atmospheric photography, Altman
repeatedly studies the foreboding sundrenched land·
scape as if it were consciously evil. His dream
sequences and underwater nightmares, centering. on
Willie's ferocious paintings, are terrifying.
Shelley Duvall, probably my least favorite actress of
all time, is surprisingly good as Millie, idiotic yet
likeable. Janice Rule (Willie) does not have much to
do, but she does it well. Robert Fortier is hilarious as
Edgar, a man with an odd hero-worship of Wyatt
Earp. Fortier's first entrance is one of the best done
bits in the entire movie.
As Pinky, Sissy Spacek, the much discussed actress,
shows so many emotions, and constantly shifts and
changes her personalitythat it is remarkable. This is a
great, great performance. It is, perhaps, the major
reason this eerie, brilliant fihn is worth seeing.

Shelley Duvall

Sissy Spacek

behind 68-2. He goes on a scoring
binge dropping 68 straight points
with wheezing fury. If you close through the basket for a come·
. your eyes it sounds like a cheap from-behind 70-68 victory. It
Godzilla
movie;
totally sounds like a far-fetched fairy tale.
meaningless.
Another scene has an overblown
version of One on One. Byron
Stewart as the stereotyped black
basketball player overcomes a fear
of crowds with his basketball team

Father Pikus has a serious heart
attack. His wife kicks her stricken
husband for spoiling their vacation
plans to Miami. When they get to
the hospital she thinks it's a hotel.

... ,

I really can't say enough good
things about Something To Love
and the group LTD. I'm expecting
good things from them. I understand their stage show is also
outstanding. Rate it A, .

~

,J

Come Fly With Us
UNM H_omecoming
1977
Coming Soori!

Oct. 5- Queen Elections, Wednesday
Oct. 7- Grateful Dead, presented by PEC &
UNM HomeCOJ!ling Committee
The only thing this movie succeeds in doing is to kindle old
stereotypes, worn-out comedy
cliches, uncontrollable absurdity
and an embarrassment factor. It
was embarrassing to laugh as much
as I did. I laughed not at the
humor, but at the stupidity.

Fire sale just goes to snow you
that there are some movies
deserving to be lost in the foggy
memory banks.

are on sale now
for 25c
with a valid UNM ID

~

~ilie

~

Student Information Center
in the SUB
-and the UNM Bookstore

I~
I

GOLD OR SILVER
IMPORTED & BOTIUlO BY
TEOUl LA JALISCOS.A.
sr. lOOIS. W0 , 80 PROOF

Sept. 30- Entries due today, Friday for
"That's Entertainment" Talent Show.
ASUNM Office

Student Directories
_

lTEDUILA
,
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A heavenly bargain too! And
your local liquor merchant will assure
you that ..• you~ take it with you.

Medford ·'s acting reservation has
surely been cancelled here. Her role
of stupidity continues when she
presumes her -husband -is dead.
When he turns out to be alive she
gets upset because she had planned
a posh funeral party. She has it any
way. It's a morbid thought.

~

~
~

~

w
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for entertaining friends. It just
tiptoes through the cocktails .••
mixes so"quietly you scarcely
know it's there.

"Something to Love"/LTDIA&M wife .... " Strong stuff? The album
is full of strong stuff.

Out of all the people I know, I
think I'm the only person who said
LTD's last album, Love to the
World was going to help push them
into the limelight.
I remember hearing "Love
Ballad" for the very first time, and
saying to my friends that the song
made the album. I stated in one of
my earlier reviews that if LTD
received any airplay it would go
gold. The next thing I knew, LTD
had broken over the radio and the
single "Love Ballad" was gold.
That meant LTD was no longer a
"backyard band." LTD is no
longer a secret.
A new album Something to Love,
a new producer, and the old LTD
attitude adds up to the most
powerful and satisfying LTD album
ever. Their sound on this album is
superior; there isn't a cut on the
album that you can disagree with,
and that's how albums are sup·
posed to be made.
On this album, LTD delivers.
The music, the lyrics and the voices
mesh almost perfectly, and it's on a
constant level. Here is a stanza of
the ballad , "Stay With Me" (which
• by the way is just as powerful as
"Love Ballad"). "I've finally
found a woman I' need the rest qf
my life, of our love I'm sure, don't
hesitate, please say you'll be my

g.

9

JUAREZ is the perfect "angel"

SP-4646

I'm sorry to report that there are
only two ballads on the album, but
by no means does the quality of the
music go down. When LTD rocks,
they rock right, everything else is
very
danceable-'Material
Things," "We Party Hearty" and
the new single "Back in Love
Again'' are all programmed to
make you move.

.zr<l?
c:r

BUY'N'BUY...

LTD: Somethi~g to Love.
By BRIAN MAITHEWS
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IN THE
GREAT

Comedy Chatted to a Ctisp
(cont. from po.g~t9)
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Janice Rule
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The festival will culminate in
Video Film and Tape Viewing
Workshop, from Oct. 30 to Nov. 6.
Guest speakers will include the
eminent director George Schaeffer
who will present several' films and
tapes from his private collection
and former UNM film student
Brian Levant, now a staff writer on
"'Happy Days."

'0

AND YOU KNOW

)

·
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Oct. 8- ASU game, presenting Queen Can·
didates
Oct. 10- Soleil laser-light show-PEC,
Speakers Committee & UNM Homecoming
Committee
.
Oct. 11- "That's Entertainment" Night at
Keller Hall 7:30 ·p.m.- Queen ·coronations
following
Oct. 12- Band on the Mall ll:OO a.m. to
2:00p.m.

...

Oct. 14- House decoration judging, War
presented by PEC & UNM Homecoming
Committee-President's
Extravaganza
Musicale at 8:30 p.m. in Popejoy
Oct. 15- UNM vs. Wichita State, half-tin1e
presentations, free dance for students in
SUB after game.
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@1977 Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

2 Lobes Tangle With Cougars
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fconference Play Begins In ProVo

~
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MAD~ID

By PETER
residents .of the city would just as
well see htm free,
LOBO Sports Edt tor
In Provo, Utah a man called the
The . only thing capable of
"mad bomber" is on the loose, but stopping this man is the defensive
line ofUNM Lobo football team.

contacts?
.

• New pair or renew old
• Best prices · fast sei-vice
• Hard. soft· semi·hard

255·6329

SEMESTER
AT SEA with the
Institute for Shipboard
Education and the University of Colorado.
Let this unique inter·
national program add an
important dimension to your
undergraduate experience.
Each semester the S.S.
Universe*-the education
ship-sails to fascinating
areas of the world.
Fully accredited, courses
transferable.
Next sailing: Arol!ndthe-world, Spring Semester,
1978.
For further information:
lnstitu~e

For Shipboard Education
Taj Mahal Building- Suite 206
P.O. Box 2488, Laguna Hills, CA 92653
CALL TOLL FREE (800) 854-0195

,'·}

•'IIcls,enra r11ngy 6,5 signal caller,
blistered the Utah State defense
hitting 30 of 40 passes for 321 yards
and six toQchdowns.

.

The man, Gifford Nie)s,en of
Brigham Young Univ., has terror"
ized the defensive backfield of
Kansas State and Utah State
because neither team's front line
could break throl!gh and put
pressure on him.
Reisman Trophy candidate f6r
BYU has completed an incredible
Tonight the Lobos and the 57 of 85 passes for 693 yards.
Cougars open Western Athletic Niels en's average is 67 per cent and
Conference play as the 'Pack takes . has tossed eight touchdown strikes.
its J,2 record on the road (again)
The Cougars, who have outagainst the 2,0 record of BYU.
scored their opponents 104-6, have
Nielsen, the highly touted totally outplayed their first two
foes. · •
·

Take a

).

.

Although the Cougars have been
favored to· win, BYU coach LaVeil
Edwards said, "Our games with the
Lobos in the last couple of years
have been close. I would expect it
will probably be the same Friday
night."
The Cougars appear to have the
mental edge going into the ball
game but the Lobos of coach Bill
Mandt are by no means down for
this one.
"The exhibition season is over,"
Mandt said. "These are the ones
that count: I sincerely feel like we
have just as good a chance as anyone to win the league. Our young
guys learned a lot these past three
weeks and they know they can get
the job done."
The Lobo secondary, which held
Colorado passer Jeff Knapple to six
completions in 22 tosses must be on
his tosses tonight.

*18,000 ton, Liberian registry

Pedal out.
Power back.
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In order for the secondary to
hold Nielsen well below his high ·
passing average, the Lobo front line
will have to put considerable.
pressure on the Cougar leader.
The front line, IJlade up almost
entirely of sophomores did an
excellent job against the Buffs last
weekend.
If the Lobo defense d,oes hold the
scoring machine of BYU's offense,
the UNM offense must put points
on the board early in the game to
keep up with the Coi!gars.

In Boulder, UNM signal caller
Noel Mazzone had his worst game
ever as a Lobo, but still managed to
move up in the UNM record books.·
Junior fullback Mike Williams
was held to only 83 yards against·
the Buffs. In the same light, Lobo
flanker Preston Dennard did not
catch one pass against CU.
The Lobos will be without backup quarterback C.J. Jones who
received an ankle injury Saturday.
Frosh quarterback Brad Wright will
be second in line against the
Cougars.
The game will be aired by Mike
Roberts of KOB Radio beginning at
7:30 p.m. with Mike Bobby Santiago providing the color.

By ED JOHNSON
LOBO Sports Writer
A carnival-like atmosphere will
prevail Sunday in Socorro, and the
UNM women's cross country team
will be right in the middle of it all.

A nine-mile run will have its
starting and finishing lines in
downtown Socorro where just
about the whole town will be
waiting.
Coach Tony Sandoval said that

Around The WAC
Missouri at Arizona State
UTAH at COLORADO STATE
New Mexico State at Texas-EI Paso

Gifford Niels·m: The man
the Lobos will have to
stop.
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NMPIRG

.
The folks who brought you
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• The Renters Guide

~ • The Child Care Guide

last year there were about 250
runners competing.
Among them was UNM's Susie
Vigil, who said, "It was really fun.
The whole town was pushing it. I'm
looking foward to going back."
Former Lobo Karen Cramond
has also been there and holds the
record time of 56 minutes. Vigil is
looking to improve her time from
last year of 65.1!.
Sandoval said, "It is a nice warm
feeling. The whole community
turns out, they have a band
playing... we're looking .foward to
iL"
The women have been working
out in the mountains where they
hope to be running up to one and a
half hours at the 10,000-foot level
by Oct. 4.

NEW MEXICO at BRIGHAM YOUNG

:
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~
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Last Tuesday they were up to one
hour and 20 minutes· of non-stop
running through and on the bushes
and rocks of the mountains.
"If we can average about the
same times as last Saturday We'll be
pleased," Sandoval said.
UNM's schedule is completely
designed with the hope of the
women peaking during the regional
meet in November,
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~ • The Birth Control Handbook
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will
a $2 refund check to any student who does
not W1sh to be a NMPIRG member at the SUB TICKET~
OFFICE betwee'! 10:00 am & 4:30pm beginning Mon.,~
Sept. 19 Thru Fr1. Sept. 30 UNM Student ID Requi~ed 4(!
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· Mandt said, "I really feel like
our se·condary is one of our strongest assets, but they're going to have
their hands full going against
Nielson."

ARIZONA at WYOMING

~ MOTOBECANE

·
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Won~en Run For Fun

~

Exercise is great- in the right amount. That's why you .
need the Solex motorized bicycle from Motobecar>,e.
Pedal off the pounds, then tum the small engine on.
You can even do your errands on your way backthere's plenfy of energy in the Solex, when you've run
out. With 218 mpg, virtually no maintenance, and no
registration or mandatory helmet, or insurance required*. Solex is the way to exercise your body and
reduce your costs.
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. Boutique Shop

on fine imported
100% wool sweaters
With this ad.

pus
·Thinks college is one big time-out.
Holds school record for most games played.
once managed to drop 7 pas~es and 3 co~r~es in s.a.me day.
Cal drinks Lite Beer from Miller because Its less fiihng.
With his schedule ?he can't afford to get filled up.
Today he has to be in two places at once.
Insists on playing center and quarterback.
Spends spare time going to class .

Lite® Beer from Miller.
·
Everything you always wanted in a beer. And less.

Expires Oct. 7, 1977

2312 Central SE
255-7792
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-"' Lobo Harrlers To Run
'S"
-"" Agalnst Dlstance Greats
a,

prices in town. Fal'i[, pleasing, Cnl1 265-2444 or
cometo17170irardNE. 9/30
·
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
trnccption, sterilization. abortion. Right to Choose,
294-0171. 12/3
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By ED JOHNSON
J~OBQ Sports Writer

. The defending champions from

...Q the Southwest Conference (SWC)

.Ci and the Missouri Valley Conference
0
u
(MVC) along with a host of Big-8
'B powerhouses will run alongside the
::E UNM cross country team,
Saturday, and Lobo coach Bill
<1.1
z Silverberg thinks UNM can beat
..,.· them.
going to be in contention
"on for"We're
the first place," a confident
0..
"' Silverberg said.
The Oklahoma State Invitational
will host SWC champs Arkansas,
MVC kings Wichita State,

-

Covered
'W"ago.n

___
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Arlen Asher Jau.: Quartet ever)' Friday, 5130 to 7:30
p.nr.-nt NED'S! 9/30
STUDY IN QUITO, Ecuador, at UNM's Andean
Center, Spring 1978. Information, 229 Ortega Hall.

271-2636 10/28
ASTROLOGY CLASSES,

If a book was ever to be written on the first half of the UNM foot-

ball team's season, appropriate titles would include, "On the Road:
The Art of Playing Powerhouses," or "The Lobos and the Top-20."
THE LOBOS are by no means the only Western Athletic Conference team to play a tough_pre-conference' game schedule.
The Arizona Wildcats, on their way out to the Pacific coast, played
Auburn Univ. in their season opener .and lost to the Southern school.
Wildcat rival, Arizona State, play Big-8 foe Missouri this weekend
before beginning WAC play next week against the Lobos at University
Stdium.
Defending co-WAC champs Brigham Young seemed to· have
escaped the flurry of top-20 teams that have played its WAC counterparts. The Rams of Colorado State also escaped the wrath of having
to play a national football power.
COMING DOWN to the Lobo's schedule is another story. The
'Pack has faced three different conference champs or co-champs in
Ma~ers of Hand Made
the its first four ·games of the year. As if it wasn't bad enough already.
Indian JeWelry
the Lobos have had to play all three on the road.
OLDTOWN
.
-.::.,
Next weekend when the ASU Sundevils come to town Lobo coach
Bill Mandt should be more than happy to play on his ho~e turf after a
month of traveling.
If the Lobos can remain healthy after the BYU game, having lost
one
man for the season already, Roark Shirley, the Lobos should be in
The UNM men's golf team
· ·
· .
good
shape to put up a good WAC fight.
HA YA 'r SHALOM
loqked good last weekend when it M'Ron s:~lto~. a }~~~~r d f[.~~
Incredible
as it seems, the Lobos have sustained few injuries with
111
1
1
1
11
R
d d M
finishedsixthoutof21teamsatthe
~~apoL \ ~nn., ~ sd~ .d 1
only
a
couple
being serious in their first three games.
ecor. e
essage
All-College Golf Classic in as I h e Ooh osL tbop f•.n. II~ I u~
Phone 296-8568
Oklaho
C't
go p er. t er o os 1ms ung m
THE MAJORITY of Lobo injuries have come as the result of
playing on artificial turf. This weekend in Provo, the Lobos will be
top spots were Jeff McMillen,
;j~~-~-~-]-~~~~~~==~~;;;;;m~a~~~~Y~·=;;;;:;;;;:;;;;:=;;;:=; Mark
Pelletier, and Mitch Mooney.
playing on a natural turf for the first itme this season.
Come Fly With Us.
The problem of injuries to the Lobos is not the only worry on coach
This
weekend
the
linkers
will
Mandt's mind. One may wonder if Mandt is very concerned about
What A Challenge!!
travel to Colarado Springs, Colo.
whether or not the two losses the Lobos have suffered have had a
mental effect on his players.
where they will be playing in the
.Falcon Invitational at the Air Force
To Mandt, the two losses had no mental affect on the team. In fact,
Academy.
Mondt feels the two losses have put his team in a good frame of mind
going into WAC play.
The
Lobos
have
won
the
invite
fHE COUGARS, behind the arm ·of Gifford Nielson, have shown
On C
0 Ct • 5 - 7
am
PUS
how
explosive they have been this year. The defense of BYU has only
twice. The course will cover 54
S ·tgn UP NOW For Interview
li oles with 24 teams attending,
allowed one touchdown this year and the Lobo offense has only
Placement-Mesa Vista Hall
scored three in its last two games.
.
including defending champs and
& Law School Bldg.
Western Athletic Conference foe
What does that mean? That means the 'Pack offense must pull
.
(Oct. 5 only)
Brigham Young.
together this weekend. If not, the Lobos will again fall victim to a
~==~:=:=:=:=:=:=~:=~:=:=:=:=:=:=:=~:=;;;;;;~:=:=:=:=:=~~~~~~~~==================~T~o~~~!~e~agm~.~B~u~'k•tgh~i~s~~~h gamecounts.

"

I

Oklahoma State, Kansas, Texas recently recovered from an illness.
and Texas Tech.
The two ,who qualified highest
The Lobos will be at full strength among those trying out for the
with Peter Butler, back from Lobo squad, did not run last week
Canada, 'and Harrison Koroso who against UTEP anct Saturday will be
their first meet of the year.
"We've run faster in practice this
year," Silverberg said oflastweek's
defeat 'by the national ·champs,
UTEP.
UTEP will no.t be in the
Invitational.
The race will be 8000 meters,
which is just short of five miles.
"We 'have to run a lot better than
we did at UTEP, but if we run what
we're capable of running, we will be
in contention," Silverberg said.
The seven men who will wear the
Lobo uniforms Saturday will be
Koroso, Butler, David Segura,
Sammy
Kipkurgat,
Stanley
Waquie, Jeremiah Ongwae and
wither Mark Romero or Jay Quade.
Kipkurgat led at El Paso for
Harrier COB"ch Bill Silverabout
the first four miles of a six
berg, "Confident of a
mile
race.
win."
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GUITAR LESSONS. Beginnjng/interinedln~e. UNM
guitar major. 266·7294. 10/4

PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION I. D. photos. Lowest

o"

C/J

PERSONALS

Llnkers To lnvlte

PEACE CORPS
*VISTA

V

WHEN DO
.
MAJORS
SAY BUDWEISER®%

TENNIS- The women's tennis
team will be home for the Northern
N.M. District Meet to be held at the
Sierra Tennis Club in Albuquerque.

COPIES
Overnight
. 3%dea

KINKO'S
KING Ofl' BCeR:SI!:
'NH~USE~·BUSCH, INC
ST. LOUIS
"'

2312 Cent. SE 268-8515

fREE 8 wk. old fem:.le, German shorthair 'cross
puppy. Call881·3614 after 3 p.m. 9/JO
WARGAME enthusiasts arc hard to rind. Cal\247·
2697. 10/4
CONTACTS?? CASEY OPTICAL Company, 255·
8736. tfn
HOMECOMING 1977 includes concen appearances
by the Grateful Dead on October7 and War/Tower
or Power on October 14. Tickets for these UNM
Arena concerts are available at the UNM SUD and
Popejoy Hall box orfices and at all Tickeunaster
outlets. 9/30
CASH FOR CLEAN 1967 VW Bus or pickup, E;ngine
condition unimportant. 256-0768. 9/30
HEY DUDETIE, I realize this was supposed to be
your birthday but il~s not, So Happy Almost Birth·
day Love Dudette. Lisa, the- Polish Pickle, Big
Dong, the Basque: Cathy, Sloane. Bambi, Jennifer,
P.C., Cecilia, Jane, Ed, Tim, Becky, and, Wren·

eel 9/30
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, LORI!
Rich and Tom. 9/30
AS THE MARCH HARE once said: A very merry
unbirthday to you, to you. NDH 9/30
JOBS ON SHlPSl American. Foreign. No experience
required, Excellent pay, Worldwide tr;wcl. Summer
job or career. Send $3.00 for i11formation, SEA·
FAX, Dept. 0·10, Doll 2049, Port Angeles,

Washington 98362.

2.

C<~sh for your te~abooks. Student-Book Store, 2122

Central.

4.

10/6

LOST AND FOUND

HOUSING

10/4

PIONEBR STERCO SYSTEM, Reposses~ed, take
over payments of$7.00 month. 266·5872. 10/4

5871.

~

lf)/4

·ASPEN DR·J5. Acoustic w/han1 shcU case, 266LOVELY bedroom, Kitchen privileges, qlliet, ncar
Coronado & Winrock. $60.00/month. 268-

6223 9/30
FENCE.P 2 bdrn1. Klds, pets, five minute-s to clns~.
$160.00. 262·1751, Valley Rentals. $30,00
fee.

LARGS I bdrm., 1111 utilities paid. $125.00, 2 blockS'
to UNM. 2.62-1751, Valley Rentals. $30.00
fcc. 10/5
JUNM SPECIAL, 2 bdnns., garage, fireplace, fenced
for pets. $210.00.262-1751, Vn!Jcy Rentals, $30,00

fee.

lOIS

NON-SMOKER. to share clean house,
8563. 10/5

842·

2 BEDROOM HOUSE in South Valley, $75.00. One
roommate 11eeded, Cal\243 1863.

9/30

HOUSEMATE, NON·SMOKER, share with 2
wonren, Own room. $67,00, N. Valley. <;Jose to
campus. Petsok. 345-7043. t0/7

5.

FORSALE

FALL SALE. Latest fashion dresses originally
$.S0.0(), now only StO.OO, while they last, Come and
clleck our prices, they nrc the lowest in town,
Calirornia Fnshlo11 Outlet, 2318 Central SE. Across
from campus. 266-6872, 10/6
SINGUR FUTURA zigzag sewing machine. Top of
line, Hill gunrantced. Auto. bobbin winder, com.
puterized buuonhoJCr, IOO's of fancy stitches. Reg.
$800,00; now SISO.OO cash. 821-4256. 10/4
lO USED PORTABLE TVs, $30 to $60, 441
Wyoming NE, 2$5-5987. 10/15
SINGER FEATHERWEIGHT sewing machine. Perfect for dorm or apartment. Excellent condition,
$75.00. 265·1609 9/30
HP·25,

3768.

All accessories, Very rensonable. 242·
9/30

1973 SUZUKI GT~l85. $450.00. E;~;cellcnt condition.
243·4214. 9/30

UPRIGHT PIANO, Good tone, $275.00. Antique
Victorian bureau, mahogany, SI6C.OO. 7655726. 10/3
DUE TO DIVORCE, Will sacrifice equity, Reel
Classic Ill nnd annchments. Assume payments of
~7 oo month. new gu11rantee, 268-4394. 10/4

9844.

10/5

SACRIFICE. 1975 Pinto wagon, Many extras.
,11~0.00. 299-0401.

10/5

277·5907.

10710 Apuc\le NE. 299·0000. 9/30
1961! VW BUG. Excellent engine, good body. Must
sell, Beth, 881·6357, 881-6350, 1017
CALCULATORS: TI, HP, & SHARP-Complete
Line~ & Accessories. Featuring HP 97, TI 58, &
Sharp PC 1201 Programables, STUDENT BOOK
STORE, 2122 Ce)llral Ave., 243~1777. VISa .t

MC.

10/6

PIPES, RARE OLD BRIAR straight grains; .Italian&
British hand workmanship, i.e. the most beautiful
smoke, Savinelli, Autograph, Punta Oro, &
Deluxe. GBD and IRC. Call 266-3679 eves. 10/6
BIG SALE, 4000 New top quality item~. Shirts, J'IH11S
and dresses fit less that half price m Callforniit
Fashion Outlet, 2318 Central SE. A~;ross from
campus, 266-6872. 10/6
1966 VW CAMPMOBILE Excellent shape inside
and out. MANY EXTRAS. $1,900.00 or best offer,

242-9566.

10/3

STE~EO ....... I80

watt Sansui AU999 llmp. Pioneer
TX8100 IUncr, Pioneer PLSO tumtabte, Pioneer
CSBS speakers. Immaculate condition, $1,200.00
new-asking $600,00, 242-9566, 9/30

6.

EMPLOYMENT

Work in the PEt\CE CL:'PS. Ortega 233. 2775907. r~
PARITIME JOB: Sales, ncxible hours, good pay.
Possible full·lime during breaks, Call: Phil Fran·
czyk, C.L.U,, 292-2830. -9/30
PART TIME: men & women sales cler~s stocking.
Must be over 21 years old, Apply In person, no
phone calls. SAVE-WAY liquor stores, 5516
10/6
Menaull3lvd., NE&5704 Lomas NE.
NEED BABYSlTIER. 11:30 p.m. to J:JO a.m. 2
nights a week for small child, 265-6163. Ask for

Chris •• 9130
PART TIME SALESMAN in men's wear. Inquire
Richman Brothers, 122 Coronado Center. Sonte
e)(pericmce preferred. 10/5

fs

LOST 9/20, SUB; ladies turquoise watch. Extreme
sentimental value. Reward offered. Please, please,
return if round! 243·2177. 9/30
LOST orange backpack, SU 11 book.shop. 277·
3497. 9/30
FOUND: Texas Instruments calculator! Claim your
brliin. 277·2787. 9/30
LOST OERMAN SHEPHERD, fcmnfe, black & tan,
lnrgc cars. Lost near Carlisle & Lead. Rewnrd. 266·

1438,881-9882.

10/4

FOUND: prescrlJltioh eyeglasses on windowsiH out·

side Zimmerman Library. Name In frame,
"Rosie." Claim Marron Hall, Rm. lOS. 10/.S
--r:osT: male dog: medium size, long red-brown hair,
white muule chest and paws. Collar, tn.ss. Pete,
10/5

9/30

YARD SALE. Housekee[ling oddinwnts;· wine
glaSses, kitchen supplies, C~l~tnlns, etc. Truly cheap.
Rochester Q-jet and Carter 2-BBL, Sai,·Sura.,

FIND YOURSELF In the Peace Corps, Ortega 233.

ALL
LEVI'S

7. TRAVEL
CAR POOL TO SCI-IOOL.! t.T.C, 12·6, 265·
9R60. 10/3
CHRISTMAS Fl.IGHTS'? Think now, fly Inter!
Reservations at lnterqontlncntal Travel Ccnt~e, 12~
6. 26,5-9860. tOIJ
DENVE~-FRANKFU

STAINED GLASS mlnl·elflsS. Sept. 24, coprer foil
technlciuc. Oct, I, lead tcclmiquc-. 10·1. $13,,50 per
class. Stained Gla.~~ Co, or New Mexico, 5319
Mcnual NE, !!!13-ltiO. 9/30
POETS, WRITERS, ARTISTS, photogrtlphJ;rs. If
you waul u can1pus outlet for ymtr work, we nceq
your help in e~tablishlnc a new student literary/arts
magnitJc. CAll Le:slie, 299·4773. Meeting: Wed,,
Ocl. 5, 7:00, SUR Rm. 2S3. lOIS

RT Christmas Charter,
,
,
•
1
$445.00 round trip. Re~ervations Intercontinental-NATIVE AMERICAN ST~JDEN1 S PICn!e, S~nday
Tr~ve!Ccntre 12·6 265-9860
lOll
Oct, 2, 1977. Meet !ll Ktvn Club Qt 12:30, tfyou
'
'
·
need a ride- or directions. Potluck al\d UYOIJ. Main
,
r.li~h provided, Info !11 277-3917. 9130

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

SKATEBOARD CITY, now opeu, 1·7 weekdays, II~
7 Saturday, Carrying a l'utlllne of bo~rl1s, truch,
<~ccc~sorles, & safety l!quipmcnt. Located on 106
Morningside NE. nenr Centrnl. 2S5·433(J. 10/6

CE~EDRATE UNIVERSALCHII.DREN'S DAY I
MoJltiny, Oct. 3. on !he mall from 11 a.m. to I p.m.
Spomored by 1l1c Baha'i S(udent Association, 256·
7593. 9/30
EXTRAVANUANT PLANT SHOW comlng
Monday in !he SUU. 13e there. Aloha, 10/3

TODAY'S CROSSWDBD PUZZLB
54 Macaw
57 Nitrogen
59 Cheroot
1 Savory
UNITED Feature Syndicate
6 Saurel fish 61 Pudding and
10 African village pie
Thursday Puzzle Solved:
14 - - - - - 64 Oral fluid
Haute, Ind. ' 67 Wine area
r=-:-r.-r:-o
15 Skier's
68 Relapser Into
accessory
sin
16 Kelly's
70 European
fl.OSsum
blackbird
17 Far East
71 Cry of revelry
artifacts
72 Germany's
19 And elsefirst president '-';t;:t-;where:
73 Short runway '2 words
'p Ip,n e
20 Fictional
74 Moist
mouse
75 Unclean
21 Set apart
23 Pulls to pieces DOWN
25 Kind of price
26 Showed the 1 Mouth: Prefix
way
2 Air: Prefix
27 Existed
3 Book pro29 Allows
duction plant: 18 Slender and 43 Sluggish
31 Not yet old
2 words
smooth
46 Prevail un-.
33 Tree
4 Feminine
22 Detail
checked
34 Causes to
name
24 Rain
48 Entertained
cease
5 Negative
vigorously 51 Having
36 Feminine
decisions
27 Distort
pointed parts
28 The East
54 Franklin P.
name
6 Watering
40 Wild
place
30 Sailboat's
and J. Quincy
55 Remount a
disturbance 7 Weatherman's spar
42 Trial's
word
32 Compressed
stone
ball
56 Star: Comb.
companion 8 Stranger
44 Met. VtP
9 Make less
35 - - - - form
45 - - - - active
boom
58 Rung of a
10 Buy on
37 Cyclist:
chair
weight
47 John L. Lewis - - - 2Words
60 Excuse
11 Adding
38 Wickedness 62 Window part
follower
49 Family
machine
39 Tall and un- 63 Flat-bottomed
50 Arrest: Slang
product
galnly
boat
52 Record the 12 Marble
41 Decimal
65 Upright: Abbr.
speed
13 Gave
system
66 Pretentious
53 Wapiti
sparingly
base
69 Lock opener
ACROSS

'

Now

$1150

LOST: Green velour cardigan sweater, around
campus, 294-0SSO-Piease!! 10/3
LOST: Ring, 9/29, Zimmerman, main floor men's
room. 299·3439 9/30

LOST! Gold original pendent, Personal value. 8439712, Please! J0/6

3.

SERVICES

QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal. medical.
schola~tic. Cham& table.~. 34.S-212S, 10/15
LSAT~MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare now.
Call PENM 842-5200. tfn
TYPING; MA, English, on·tamp11s, 196-HSM. fs
TYPING.I~tquA\ity.RRJ·77R7.

10/11

lobo ,
mens
shop

SERVE in the Peace Corrs. Ortega 233. 2775907. fs
TUTORING IN SPANISH. All lt:~cls. Reasonable
rates, Cal1298·6669. 9/JO
TYPING DONE. 843·616t. 10/4

is the

e ep one nu
of the

l,

4393,

PLANT LAYOFF, Viking sewing machine, O[len arm
deluxe. Stretch stiiehes, new guarnatee. Take over
payments of$7.00 per J110l11h. For inform<1.11on 266.

I0/4

NlCK: But you know what I meant."The llnethatgot
me was wl1cn you said it was fate that brought us
together since we both Were standing there looking
for this hidden restaurant called Cnrraro's,
MARY 9/JO
EXTRAVAGANT PLANT SHOW coming this
Monday.in the SUB. Be there. Aloha. 10/3

FOUND: Woody's mind tn gutter~ 2nd & Central.
Claim your brain. 9/30

GOLF-· Women's golf coach
Henry Sandles reported that the
BYU Tourney was canceled, however the Lobos will be in Durango,
Colo. this weekend in a dual meet
with the Cougars.

· NoMinlmum .

10/3

I found your billfold with S20.00
the finl day of school, turned h in to Campus
Police and was amazed to find 1l is still there un.
claimed. 10/6

PREY

. 4• same day

Beginning,

KATHI SALMA

VOLLEYBALL- The UNM
women's volleyball team is in Salt
Lake City, Utah to compete in the
Brigham Young'Tournament which
runs Friday and Saturday.
BYU is currently ranked fifth in
the nation. Other nationally ranked
teams in the tourney are the University of Texas-Arlington and
conference foe Utah State.
"This will be a good opportunity
for us to see some of the best
conference teams and determine
how we rank against them them,"
UNM volleyball coach Barbara
Butler said. "The offensive plays
are beginning to take shape and our
defense at the nets is good."
The women spikers will be at full
strength this weekend with Susan
Spohr and Ingrid Hayden healthy.

. ..:L>DNAS I FINISH 7HIS f()S(.J£,
t'M GONNA GET ON OOWN 10
RCS:.0£3.'5 FOR SOMI: HOT 5WE.S
· AND COW BUD!"'

M.W. 9/30
NON-SMOKERS CLUB! 8~7-0131.

255·1083.

LOBO

evcnin~s.

advanced, 292·0266 af!er 6 p.m. Michael. 9/JO
GUYS & DOLLS University Singles Club is here. If
you like to party, have fun, & meet people Uke
yourself, wri!c to us for all the free dct~tils, P,O,
Box 12669, Oaine.wille, Florida3Z604, 10/10 ·
·HAPPY BIRTHDAY\ Barbie Sle[lka, Sept, 29th,'

FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP and Photography
Gallery is VI. block rrom Johnson Gym on Cornell,
Special order service, 10/3

NEW SONY TRINATRON, Unclaimed lay~n-way.
Color TV, brand new, guarantee, no down pay·
nwnt. $7.75 per month till balance Is paid.ofr, 268·

er

N M Daily Lobo

J-Ieavy use of our present telephone system has
caused complaints of difficulty in calling . the Daily
Lobo. To ease the problem we have gone to a new
rotary telephone system. The change has necessated

the assignment of a new telephone nurrib~r to Student
Publications. We now hav.e a single number (277-5656)
which will reach all of our offices-news to advertising.
We apologize for any inconvience
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